The Climate Absolute Radiance and Refractivity Observatory (CLARREO) mission addresses the need to observe highaccuracy, long-term climate change trends and to use decadal change observations as the most critical method to determine the accuracy of climate change. One of the major objectives of CLARREO is to advance the accuracy of SI traceable absolute calibration at infrared and reflected solar wavelengths. This advance is required to reach the on-orbit absolute accuracy required to allow climate change observations to survive data gaps while remaining sufficiently accurate to observe climate change to within the uncertainty of the limit of natural variability. While these capabilities exist at NIST in the laboratory, there is a need to demonstrate that it can move successfully from NIST to NASA and/or instrument vendor capabilities for future spaceborne instruments. The current work describes the test plan for the Solar, Lunar for Absolute Reflectance Imaging Spectroradiometer (SOLARIS) which is the calibration demonstration system (CDS) for the reflected solar portion of CLARREO. The goal of the CDS is to allow the testing and evaluation of calibration approaches, alternate design and/or implementation approaches and components for the CLARREO mission. SOLARIS also provides a test-bed for detector technologies, non-linearity determination and uncertainties, and application of future technology developments and suggested spacecraft instrument design modifications. The end result of efforts with the SOLARIS CDS will be an SI-traceable error budget for reflectance retrieval using solar irradiance as a reference and methods for laboratory-based, absolute calibration suitable for climate-quality data collections.
INTRODUCTION
The Climate Absolute Radiance and Refractivity Observatory (CLARREO) is one of the Tier 1 missions recommended by the 2007 Earth Science Decadal Survey and has the science objective of making high-accuracy, SI-traceable decadal change observations. Such data provide understanding of the accuracy of climate change projections [1] . A rigorously known accuracy for both decadal change observations and climate projections is critical in order to enable sound policy decisions. Mission development studies led to three key conclusions about measurement needs: 1) traceability to fundamental SI standards; 2) temporal and angular sampling to detect decadal climate change signals above natural variability; 3) sufficient information content to infer climate change in the key climate change variables of interest.
Significant effort studying the above allowed the CLARREO mission to advance to a successful Mission Concept Review late in 2010 with an approach that relies on both direct and reference inter-calibration-based decadal change benchmarks [2] . The project at time of MCR consisted of pairs of instruments on separate platforms in 90-degree, precessing orbits. The instrument suite receiver on each spacecraft included either a single emitted infrared spectrometer with one global navigation receiver for radio occultation or a single reflected solar instrument. The measurements were to be acquired for a period of three years minimum, with a five-year lifetime goal, enabling follow-on missions to extend the climate record over the decades needed to understand climate change. Accuracy requirements sufficient to observe climate change to within the uncertainty of the limit of natural variability were shown to be 0.1K (k=3) for the infrared spectrum and 0.3% (k=2) for the reflected solar spectrum.
*kurtis.thome@nasa.gov; phone 1 301 614-6671 Subsequent funding decisions early in 2011 placed the project into an extended pre-phase A plan to study mission science trades, engineering trades, S.I. traceability risk reduction, and optimization of CLARREO science. A key element to the engineering trades is to maximize science benefits versus mission/cost while minimizing risk. A set of calibration demonstration systems (CDS) were recommended as part of the trade studies to understand sensor development and to minimize risk related to the stringent accuracy requirements of CLARREO.
An IR and RS CDS were recommended. The systems are to allow the testing and evaluation of alternate design or implementation approaches and components while ensuring the sensors would still achieve CLARREO's science objectives. CDS testing provides an evaluation of detector technologies, non-linearity determination and uncertainty development, and instrument design modifications.
The current work describes SOlar, Lunar for Absolute Reflectance Imaging Spectroradiometer (SOLARIS), the CDS for the reflected solar instrument of CLARREO, giving an overview of its design and plans for calibrating and characterizing the sensor. The goal of SOLARIS is to develop and check calibration protocols and methods, demonstrate the path to SI traceability (source and detector standards), and prove the ability to derive reflectance via a view of the sun and scene. The instrument build and testing takes place primarily at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. The advantage of a government-based verification is it ensures that the SI traceability will be available to a broad community without issues caused by proprietary interests and needs of private corporations. A description of SOLARIS is given along with an overview of the CLARREO calibration approaches, estimated error budget, and the role that these play in the SOLARIS test plan. The SOLARIS testing is described that will demonstrate an absolute uncertainty of <1% for the retrieval of reflectance in the field by SOLARIS.
SOLARIS SENSOR DESCRIPTION
The SOLARIS design is effectively identical to that of the CLARREO RS sensor at the time of the Mission Concept Review. Table 1 summarizes the driving requirements for the RS instrument.
The sensor retrieves at-sensor reflectance over the 320 to 2300 nm spectral range with 500-m spatial resolution and 100-km swath from a 600-km orbit.
Reflectance is obtained from the ratio of measurements of the earth's surface to those while viewing the sun to retrieve reflectance with uncertainty less than 0.3%.
The RS instrument must be designed to account for an order of magnitude change in signal due to varying surface reflectance, view/solar geometry effects, and atmospheric effects. The required accuracy provides a data set that, when collected globally, reduces sampling biases for climatologically significant spatial and temporal averages over annual means [3] . The instrument is based on an Offner imaging spectrometer design which is capable of limiting spectral smile on the focal plane. The instrument operates as a pushbroom scanner with two separate focal planes based on silicon and MgCdTe detectors coupled with existing Indigo 9803 640 x 512 pixel read-out integrated circuits (ROICs). Each focal plane is contained within its own spectrometer having a separate entrance aperture, grating, and focal plane. Both spectrometers are nearly identical in size, optical train, and mass while relying on heritage hardware to reduce sensor complexity. In the CLARREO two-box design, the blue spectrometer covers 320-640 nm and the red spectrometer covers 600-2300 nm. Due to its relatively narrow spectral range, the blue spectrometer will use a conventional, single blaze
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Radiometric Accuracy On -Orbit Senso Measurements Q diffraction grating. In contrast, the broad spectral range of the red/near IR spectrometer necessitates the use of a double blaze diffraction grating, coupled with an order-sorting filter. The overall mass of a single spectrometer is 20 kg.
The primary data product from the RS instrument is spectral reflectance with the instrument operating as a ratioing radiometer. Such an approach requires that the sensor reduce the incident solar energy to a level comparable to the earth-viewing energy, approximately a factor of 50,000. The attenuator approaches being evaluated include a single pinhole aperture, neutral density filters, a collection of pinhole apertures, or combinations of these three. The reason that three attenuator approaches are currently under study is that an additional goal of CLARREO calibration is to rely on multiple and independent calibration approaches.
The attenuators require extremely careful evaluation during ground testing, and are also a source of uncertainty on orbit if the attenuators degrade in some fashion. Evaluation of the attenuators on orbit takes place through coordinated views of the sun and the moon. The brightness of the moon is low enough to permit measurements without the attenuators in place allowing the coupled lunar/solar views to determine if the attenuators are operating properly. Both the on-ground testing and the lunar verification are part of the SOLARIS evaluation.
SOLARIS follows nearly an identical approach with several key differences. The first is that efforts are concentrated on a single box to allow evaluation of calibration protocols and error budgets. The spectral range of 320 to 1100 nm was chosen to make use of currently available calibration standards. Extending the CLARREO blue box design to 1100 nm requires a multi-blaze grating covering at least two orders and this allows testing of stray light due to the multiple orders.
Selecting the shorter wavelength range also provides a system that is more challenging to characterize from a polarization and stray light standpoint while allowing the use of detectors that do not require cooling to temperatures much below room temperature. Another key difference is that the SOLARIS system is being designed to operate with a single attenuating system at a time. Neutral density filters and perforated plates are to be tested by manually placing them in the optical path. All other requirements listed in Table 1 for the CLARREO RS are followed for SOLARIS.
CLARREO CALIBRATION OVERVIEW
In order to understand the test plan for SOLARIS, it is useful to review the calibration approach for the CLARREO mission. The system design relies on a direct solar view as the primary calibration approach while on orbit. The data from a solar view are coupled with the earth view data and knowledge of the sensor optical geometry to retrieve atsensor reflectance. SI traceability is the cornerstone of the success of CLARREO's mission. The basis for the long-term SI traceability on orbit is the sun itself through the determination of reflectance. In theory, one does not need an absolute radiometric calibration of the RS instrument in order to achieve an accurate determination of reflectance. It is the demonstration of SI traceability that requires both a detailed preflight calibration and then a transfer of that calibration to orbit. It is expected that the primary sources of error in transferring the prelaunch calibration to orbit will be changes in stray light behavior and polarization sensitivity.
Prelaunch laboratory measurements are critical to the prediction of the on-orbit sensor output via a sensor model. The sensor model can be thought of as the numerical abstraction of the physical instrument, encapsulating knowledge of both optical physics, and empirical results gained from laboratory analysis. Disparities between laboratory results and model predictions guide model improvements. This is a continuous process that ultimately yields a sensor model ready for use after launch as illustrated in Figure 1 .
A critical part of the calibration is developing SI-traceable data by characterizing the sensor to SI-traceable, absolute radiometric quantities during prelaunch calibration to the electric Watt (prelaunch calibration box shown in Figure  1 ). Prelaunch absolute calibration includes both irradiance and radiance modes as well as the determination of geometric factors for conversion to reflectance. The end result of the prelaunch calibration is sufficient data to develop a sensor model that predicts the solar, lunar, and planetary/stellar sources planned for on-orbit calibration. Agreement between prelaunch and on-orbit (as shown in Figure 1 ) means the system is calibrated, and, by analogy, traceable to the pre-launch SI measurements. Disagreement means the sensor model requires improvement based on the on-orbit data, including an additional set of characterization measurements. Solar and lunar views provide information regarding temporal changes in the sensor once on-orbit traceability is established. Thus, the key to the RS on orbit calibration is the prelaunch, SI-traceable calibration.
The required 0.3% uncertainty is fully traceable to the electric Watt by applying tunable laser sources and detector-based standards. Calibration systems, such NIST's Spectral Irradiance and Radiance Responsivity Calibrations using Uniform Sources (SIRCUS) facility, provide such standards and a capability to understand stray light, spectral response, and polarization sensitivity at the level necessary for CLARREO [4] . The basis of SIRCUS is a well-understood tunable laser source that can be coupled to a fiber optic system providing both radiance and irradiance sources. The output of the source is determined via detector standards characterized against the Primary Optical Watt Radiometer (POWR). The planned calibration traceability to SIRCUS is shown as a stepwise sequence in Figure 2 beginning with a substitution radiometer that is used to calibrate the tunable laser source, known as the POWR Laser. In a second step, the POWR unit is moved and replaced by the CLARREO Transfer Radiometer (CXR) based on a silicon-trap detector for the visible and near infrared and indium-gallium arsenide detectors at longer wavelengths. The stated accuracy to calibrate a transfer radiometer in irradiance mode using POWR is 0.09% at k=3. The upper portion of Figure 2 shows these steps.
The accuracy of such a radiance-based calibration has been demonstrated in NIST facilities to an expected accuracy of 0.2% for k=3. Once the CXR is calibrated it is moved to the CLARREO Calibration Laboratory to calibrate the output of the sources used in the calibration of the RS instrument.
Evaluation of sensor performance on orbit uses combined calibration, validation, and verification activities. One approach planned for validation of the RS on-orbit calibration is comparison to on-ground measurements propagated through the atmosphere to predict at-sensor radiance. Another radiometric calibration/validation activity will be comparisons to other sensors including airborne sensors. The main difficulty with validation for CLARREO RS will be ensuring that the validation data sets have sufficient radiometric quality to provide useful results.
Figure 2. SIRCUS Traceability of the CLARREO RS and SOLARIS calibration
Calibration of the RS instrument on orbit relies primarily on direct solar views including a set of attenuation filters to reduce the irradiance from the sun to a level that is consistent with the radiance expected from reflected energy from the Earth's surface. The calibration of the attenuating systems takes place during the prelaunch calibration efforts using NIST-developed techniques and verified on orbit using lunar views. Comparison of the measured solar irradiance to other well-established values provides the sensor calibration.
Multiple solar and lunar collections are planned including several intensive solar imaging operations intended to characterize the entire focal plane of the RS. Subsequent lunar collections will be attempted on a monthly basis to permit further verification of the attenuating system. Solar collections will be paired with the lunar collections whenever feasible and additional solar collections of opportunity will be made when orbital configurations permit them. The goal of the CDS is to evaluate and reproduce all of the above calibration techniques.
CLARREO ERROR BUDGET
One of the primary activities related to SOLARIS is to collect the data to verify the CLARREO error budget. A preliminary error budget for the CLARREO RS has been developed [5] and is summarized here for completeness. The retrieval of the at-CLARREO bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) at wavelength, λ for detector i of a sensor operating as ratioing radiometer [5] is given by
where θ solar is the solar zenith angle incident at the top of the earth's atmosphere, , is sensor output while viewing the sun, , is the signal from the given detector at the specific wavelength while viewing the earth, R i,λ is the responsivity of i th detector and wavelength, λ, T attenuator is the transmittance of the attenuator used to allow direct view of the solar disk, A attenuator is the entrance pupil of the sensor when viewing the solar disk, A sensor is the area of the entrance pupil of the sensor while viewing the earth, and Ω sensor is related to the field of view of the sensor. Summation over x solar and y solar integrates the output from a single detector over the entire solar disk needed to give the total solar irradiance.
Examination of Eq. 1 shows three basic terms: 1) solar measurement, 2) earth measurement, and 3) spectral dependence. The spectral dependence refers to uncertainties in the knowledge of the spectral characteristics of the spectrometer such as spectral band shape (wavelength calibration artifacts) or caused by the interaction of the spectrometer's slit with the imaging spectrometer (line spread function artifacts).
A preliminary error budget analysis performed by the Aerospace Corporation identified stray light as a dominant error leading to an estimated CLARREO reflectance uncertainty in excess of 1.5% in the mid-visible part of the spectrum. Equation 1 should make it clear that stray light characterization plays an important role because of the significant difference in geometry between the solar and the earth views amplifies uncertainties in the sensor geometry. Work by NIST with their laboratory version of SIRCUS has shown that stray light sensitivity of an imaging system can be determined to an order of magnitude better than methods considered by Aerospace Corp. [4] . Assuming the inclusion of the SIRCUS-like calibration approaches described above leads to an estimated error budget as shown in Figure 3 .
Obviously, the values require demonstration, and this is especially true in the shortwave infrared where the transfer radiometer detector standards are not well understood at the current time and the conversion from a source-based to detectorbased standards has yet to be shown.
SOLARIS CDS TEST PLAN
As a result of the above considerations, assembly and testing of SOLARIS is clearly a critical element of the pre-phase A activities. SOLARIS leads to an end-to-end instrument performance model and error budgets with measured uncertainty magnitudes and peer reviewed measurement accuracy traceability chains all of which are applicable to CLARREO. Ideally, the path to an SI-traceable error budget leads to Figure 4 shows the three phases of SOLARIS integration and testing that leads to this level of accuracy: 1) 3% absolute uncertainty; 2) 1% absolute uncertainty; and 3) 0.3% absolute uncertainty. Budgetary restrictions of the extended pre-Phase A of CLARREO place limitations on the available calibration and sensor hardware such that the CDS goal is now to demonstrate <1% absolute uncertainty. The discussion of reaching 0.3% uncertainty is still given here for completeness. SOLARIS will show these uncertainties for reflectance retrieval using direct solar irradiance to demonstrate SI-traceability of reflectance through both source-and detector-based standards.
Descriptions of the testing in each of the three phases are described below. All three phases follow the general philosophy to accomplish the following: 1) Develop and evaluate calibration protocols leading to an SI-traceable calibration of SOLARIS 2) Develop a physically-based spectrometer model 3) Create a defensible error budget 4) Implement a tunable-laser facility with sufficient spectral coverage to cover the full CLARREO spectral range 5) Evaluate broadband stray light 6) Understand depolarizer technology 7) Determine impact of thermal control uncertainties of attenuators and detector 8) Field collections with SOLARIS to provide check on instrument models 9) Inter-comparisons with other systems 10) Characterization of solar and lunar irradiance 11) Retrieval of reflectance via direct solar view comparison While the list above is strictly not in order of priority or importance, the first three listed are considered to be the most important to the CLARREO project and strictly speaking ensure that the others occur.
Included in the first phase is evaluation of SOLARIS hardware at the component and subsystem level prior to assembly of the sensor. The key components under consideration are the optical elements including the slit and grating, the detector package, and attenuation and depolarizer elements. The assembled instrument is used in the laboratory as part of preliminary SIRCUS-based calibrations and in the field with solar-and diffuser-based reflectance retrievals and lunar measurements to demonstrate the 3% absolute uncertainty. The error budget demonstrating the 3% level of uncertainty will be evaluated as part of a CLARREO internal review that includes the Science Definition Team and NIST evaluators.
Phase 2 of the testing works to refine the uncertainties from <3% absolute to <1% absolute (all values k=2). The refinement takes place by improvements in the knowledge of the CXRs shown in Figure 2 that are used to characterize the output of the sources used for the absolute radiometric calibration. Additional component-level testing is used to improve the knowledge of the instrument model leading to the 1% uncertainty error budget. Phase 3 work follows a nearly identical refinement approach, though efforts are concentrated on understanding and refining the laboratory sources, their stability, and uniformity.
The SOLARIS test plan evaluates all parts of the CLARREO calibration process shown in Figure 1 with emphasis on the laboratory-based absolute radiometric calibration shown in Figure 2 . Attention is paid to developing credible uncertainties for characterizing possible degradation of the attenuator system. Emphasis of the laboratory testing is on the radiometric and spectral characterizations since the current state of the art of geometric and spatial calibration approaches are sufficient for CLARREO mission requirements, assuming that stray light, scattered light, and ghosting analysis are radiometric properties. The importance of stray light in the reflectance retrieval makes characterization and modeling of stray and scattered light crucial for SOLARIS and the field-based measurements of the sun and surface reflectance retrievals essential to demonstrate understanding of the error budgets.
Component and subsystem tests
The descriptions below are related to the component-level and subsystem testing. The first round of testing is effectively complete at the time of the writing of this paper and the components have been included in the fully integrated instrument. Full evaluation of these data is still occurring and the results will be used as part of the error budget development and instrument model. It is fully expected that further evaluation of the components will take place in phases 2 and 3 of the CDS process. A key advantage to SOLARIS is that it can be disassembled allowing the components to be reevaluated if it is determined that further data are needed to improve the instrument model or to understand and verify the error budgets. Ideally, the components are evaluated to a level at which the uncertainties in the characterization data do not detrimentally affect the instrument-level error budgets.
Detector
The detector functions as a "pushbroom" imager. Multiple production runs of detectors were created in an effort to optimize the spectral response with a trade between responses at shorter wavelengths versus overall spectral coverage. Production verification and acceptance testing assessed the best candidates for inclusion in SOLARIS. Testing took place in the detector characterization laboratory at GSFC and included measurements of relative spectral response, detector-to-detector uniformity, noise, and temperature sensitivity. Physical measurements of pixel pitch and orientation of array relative to fiducials were also made.
The next stage of detector evaluation occurred after assembly of the focal plane within the detector housing to protect the detector from contamination. Performance characterization followed that done at the detector level with evaluation of relative spectral response (RSR) from 300 to 1200 nm to evaluate the point at which detector response reaches the noise floor. Testing occurred with the housing at ambient temperature conditions with the detectors cooled to their operational levels. Testing was repeated in cold operational conditions. The data collected permits evaluation of detector noise, dark current level and stability, relative spectral response, conversion efficiency (CE) level and stability, detector-todetector uniformity and linearity. Testing of the relative spectral response for the detectors is via a standard monochromator setup. Ideally, the same monochromator used for evaluation of the detector housing will be available for characterization at the instrument level to allow direct comparison between the component-level and instrument-level tests, but the most accurate spectral response data at the instrument level is via SIRCUS.
Grating Characterization
The task of the grating is to uniformly reflect and spread light over the entire spectral range of SOLARIS. Overall characterization of the grating follows two major steps: fabrication verification/dimensional metrology and performance characterization. The performance characterization is the most complex and important step. The goal of the characterization is to yield data to be included within a physically-based instrument model. Dimensional metrology at the end of fabrication is used to determine the size and shape, including radius of curvature and conic constant. The metrology of the grating also assesses the quality of the grating through both direct microscopic means and through performance characterization to evaluate optical artifacts including ghosting, stray light, scattered light, point spread function, and reflection efficiency both as a function of wavelength and diffraction order.
Optical Elements
The telescope and spectrometer optics are evaluated in like fashion to the grating. Dimensional metrology at the end of fabrication is used to determine the size and shape of each element, including radius of curvature and conic constant. Performance characterization evaluates the quality of the surface finish and reflection efficiency as a function of wavelength. Surface figure of the optical elements is evaluated using standard optical interferometry techniques to evaluate wavefront error. The optical interferometry is done under varying thermal conditions to understand the mirror's behavior with temperature. The spectral resolution of the reflectance measurements is at sufficient spectral resolution to combine with grating and detector response to predict sensor output. Spectral tests simulate the expected angular spread onto the element when included as part of the telescope subsystem and the tests are done at several spatial locations to assess the spatial heterogeneity of the optical surface.
Depolarizer
The purpose of the depolarizer is to reduce the polarization of incoming light. The selected quartz-quartz wedge depolarizer approach is both compact and widely used for this application. The experimental apparatus consists of a calibration source and a reference calibration polarizer or "analyzer". The source is comprised of an illuminated integrating sphere, a Moxtek wire-grid style broadband polarizer, and a collimator. A set of narrow-band filters provide spectral selection. A collimator allows ± 5° of tilt incidence at different f-stop numbers. The analyzer is a reference polarizer capable of rotating through 360°, coupled with a reference radiometer. Collimated polarized broadband light illuminates the depolarizer and analyzer assembly. The analyzer is incrementally rotated through 360° to characterize the degree of polarization of the light exiting the assembly.
Attenuators
The RSS requirement to obtain solar spectral reflectance of the Earth and its atmosphere relative to the solar irradiance spectrum drives the need to view the sun periodically. This requires attenuation of up to a factor of 1:50,000. The baseline design includes a pinhole aperture, a perforated plate, and neutral density filters. The nominal size of the pinhole aperture is 500 µm. Apertures of this size are associated with significant diffraction effects. Characterization will determine the PSF at the nominal pinhole size of 500 µm using a disk of uniform broadband brightness the apparent size of the sun. The principal measurement to be made is verification of the diameter and shape of the pinhole. Either electron microscopy or camera measurement will be used for the pinhole metrology.
The perforated plate is a grid of over 300 discrete pinholes. It attenuates the solar irradiance through blockage and diffraction. Earlier studies have allowed the design of the pinhole array to be optimized to minimize artifacts by implementing a random hexagonal grid with a random phase of 0.6 µm. The size of the perforated area and number of pinholes is designed to be large enough to produce a uniform beam across multiple detectors while avoiding edge effects. The pinhole density is uniform so that each detector in the focal plane sees the same number of pinholes. Randomizing the grid by varying pinhole prevents problems associated with the geometric regularity of mesh attenuators. Similarly, vignetting is avoided through both the random grid design and the operations concept of nominal 90° solar incidence angle. Electron microscopy is planned for the pinhole metrology.
The perforated plate is expected to exhibit a spectral dependence akin to that of the single pinhole but substantially greater in magnitude. This means that the perforated plate will need to be evaluated with both simulated broadband solar radiation, as described for the pinhole aperture, and at select narrow band passes. In-path narrow-band filters will allow for the selection of wavelengths. Both the broadband and narrow-band attenuation will be measured using a reference radiometer. Within-field variance of attenuation, or beam uniformity, across multiple detectors will be measured.
Unlike pinholes, ND filters attenuate using either absorption or interference effects to directly reduce transmission. The transmission of NDFs is spectrally dependent and can also suffer time dependent degradation. Thus both the spectral nature of attenuation and the susceptibility to degradation are of principal concern in the selection and characterization of the breadboard NDF.
Instrument-level laboratory testing
Instrument-level testing follows basic testing protocols for most passive, hyperspectral, imaging sensors. Collimated sources are used to evaluate spatial characteristics of the sensor and extended sources for the radiometric characterization. Inclusion of new sources are planned such as RF lamps to enhance blue light output [7] . Our approach to establishing SI traceability is to work in close collaboration with NIST to ensure that appropriate sources and transfer radiometers are available for the calibration of SOLARIS.
The traceability of the reflectance retrieval is to the standard Watt via NIST's POWR facility and through development of SIRCUS-like sources as described above.
Absolute radiometry
Absolute radiometric calibration of SOLARIS follows typical approaches with the key exception that traceability will be dominated by detector standards rather than source-based standards. The use of SIRCUS is the key to achieving calibration against both NIST standards and with respect to SI-traceable standards. Tests of absolute radiometric response will be done at operational temperatures with the detector-level tests used to evaluate thermal effects in SOLARIS output. Testing will take place periodically in the laboratory to characterize any drift in radiometric response with time. The time-consuming nature of the SIRCUS-based measurements means that a subset of the detectors in the spectral domain will be calibrated directly. Others will be calibrated via relative calibration techniques described in the next section. Figure 5 shows a sample of in-band spectral response for four spectral bands of SOLARIS. These data have yet to be converted to absolute response because of the lack of an absolute calibration for the transfer radiometers. It should be noted that these data required a full day to collect. Collecting similar data sets to assess out-of-band response and doing so for >100 spectral bands is clearly an issue.
The radiance response of the sensors will be determined by observing the laboratory sources while monitoring the source via a set of transfer radiometers. Typically, data from such an observation, combined with the measured relative spectral response of the sensor, permits calculation of the band-weighted spectral radiance response of the sensor. The use of SIRCUS allows SOLARIS to be characterized with absolute spectral response. That is, the absolute radiometric calibration also serves as the spectral calibration. Evaluation of the spectral calibration and stability of it will rely on atomic line sources.
SIRCUS is a narrow band source which allows detector-based methods to be used achieving the <0.3% absolute uncertainty. Unfortunately, the sources on orbit (earth radiance, solar irradiance, lunar irradiance) are broadband in nature. It is critical that SOLARIS be calibrated using broad band sources to ensure that the narrow band calibration is applicable and there is no increase in uncertainty due to the broad band nature of the CLARREO collections. Sensor modeling will be one method used to determine the response in those bands not directly characterized with SIRCUS.
Relative radiometry
Parameters covered under the term relative radiometry include signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and other noise characteristics and detector-to-detector variability. All relative radiometry will make use of full-field, full-aperture sources and thus include all detectors in the evaluations. Thus, a portion of the relative radiometry process will be assessment of the temporal stability and spatial uniformity of the sources.
Noise is characterized for every detector, in all bands, over the expected range of focal plane operating temperatures. The sensor noise will be measured at zero radiance (dark), and at the varying radiance levels used for radiometric calibration. The SNR for each detector will be calculated for the nonzero radiance levels. In addition, the SNR will be measured at the sensor level for a subset of detectors over the entire dynamic range during linearity measurements.
Noise parameters that are to be evaluated include coherent and 1/f noise relying on long-term collects for which the source is stable with time. The 1/f noise data will be collected at the dark level for the focal plane over 40 minutes of continuous measurements. Short-term variability is used to assess the SNR for SOLARIS. Read-noise and similar detector-level noise evaluation takes place at the component level with verification of the system behavior at the sensor level. Assessment of all dominant noise types is critical for SOLARIS because the CLARREO measurement approach is predicated on averages of thousands of spatial data points. This allows the SNR requirement for CLARREO to be significantly looser than process-based missions but requires that noise in the sensor be random such that averaging gives improvement in precision.
Detector-to-detector calibration will be a significant challenge since variability at >0.05% must be corrected to ensure that the absolute error budget of 0.3% uncertainty is not impacted. The variability must be assessed across all bands, varying radiance levels (effectively related to linearity characterization), and thermal effects. Detector-level data will play a key role in understanding detector-to-detector variability. Finally, methods must be developed for laboratory testing that can be duplicated on orbit to ensure that a CLARREO mission will be capable of meeting full-swath uniformity, banding, and streaking requirements.
Polarization
Measurement of instrument-level polarization sensitivity is straight forward. The same source and linear polarizer as used to evaluate the depolarizer optics is used at the instrument level. The polarizer is rotated while recording the output of SOLARIS. The measurements are complicated by the fact that the linear polarizer must be understood as a function of wavelength, be uniform in its polarization, and the polarized source be known in a relative fashion to better than 0.5% to allow determination of the SOLARIS polarization sensitivity at levels needed for the CLARREO mission..
Sensor linearity
Concurrent with the radiometric calibration activities described above, the sensor non-linear response component will be determined. The linearity calibration will be done via three methods: 1) varying integration time; 2) varying source output via multiple apertures; 3) varying source output via inclusion of attenuating filters. The first approach is necessary to allow characterization of the 9803 ROIC behavior at low light levels. An example of early results from such a test are shown in Figure 6 for several wavelengths demonstrating the non-linear response of the ROIC. The multiple approaches are also helpful to assess the accuracy of the linearity characterization. Correction for linearity is a driver for the CLARREO accuracy because of the wide dynamic range of measurements from low radiance over open ocean to moderate radiance when viewing cloud tops to direct solar views.
Instrument-level field testing
Initial demonstration of SOLARIS in the field took place in early 2012 with measurements of an earth scene converted to reflectance via inclusion of a reflectance standard in the image. Analyses of these data are still underway to include corrections for nonlinearity and other instrument-related factors. The baseline approach to on-orbit radiance knowledge is that the sun provides a reliable source for transfer to orbit and for maintaining calibration on-orbit. The goal of field measurements is to develop the techniques needed to ensure an accurate transfer to orbit while at the same time demonstrating that a direct solar view can be used to determine surface reflectance. Lunar data are to be collected to verify the calibration of the attenuators.
Once accurate surface reflectance retrieval is established, intercalibration of on-orbit sensors using well understood test sites characterized by SOLARIS will take place. Likewise, transporting SOLARIS to high altitude test sites for solar irradiance characterization provides evaluation of laboratory accuracies as well as a test of the robustness of SOLARIS. Results from the field measurements provide verification of the instrument model giving insight into further laboratory characterizations needed to develop a more accurate instrument model.
CONCLUSIONS
The radiometric accuracy requirements needed to ensure that CLARREO can develop climate-quality benchmark data records necessitates an improvement of current accuracies by nearly an order of magnitude. Demonstration of this improvement is to take place through the SOLARIS CDS. SOLARIS gives the opportunity to include NIST-based laboratory calibrations both with monochromatic and broadband calibration approaches. Assessing polarization effects is still a challenge and SOLARIS will be used to demonstrate both the depolarizer technology of the sensor as well as the characterization of the polarization sensitivity of a CLARREO-like sensor.
Initial integration and testing of SOLARIS took place in 2011 with further field and laboratory testing in 2012. The current status of SOLARIS is that it is a complete and functional instrument that has been operated in the laboratory and field. Key accomplishments with SOLARIS include: 1) Absolute calibration relative to a well-calibrated, well-understood field spectrometer has led to a demonstrated uncertainty <3% in the mid-visible 2) Spectral response measurement using SIRCUS 3) Solar and lunar views 4) Reflectance retrievals relative to a field standard
The next phase of instrument assessment is improvement of radiometric calibration techniques to achieve 1% uncertainty and this will include full implementation of NIST-based absolute calibration methods relying on SIRCUS-based spectral characterizations. Flat fielding and stability tests as part of the 1% error budget will be developed leading to a more robust, tunable-laser facility including transfer radiometers with sufficient spectral coverage to satisfy CLARREO requirements. All of the above efforts lead to physically-based spectrometer models including well-understood error budgets.
Ultimately, SOLARIS testing is designed to achieve "operational" use of SIRCUS while extending SIRCUS capabilities to wavelengths >1 micrometer. Laboratory calibration protocols leading to defensible error budgets sufficient to the CLARREO mission will be reviewed by NIST and other metrological organizations. Included in the error budgets are demonstration of the solar-view reflectance retrievals and an instrument model based transfer to orbit. Ultimately, SOLARIS results will, as the name Calibration Demonstration System implies, lead to a demonstration that CLARREOlevel accuracies are achievable and defensible.
